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I. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER AND INTRODUCTION

Petitioners Durbin, homeowners in the Vistas at Somerset Hill Plat

(Vistas). The Court of Appeals decision reversing the Trial Court's

summary judgement order in favor of the City of Tumwater and the Vistas

residents fails to follow established precedents as to the scope and

applicability of this State's Land Use Petition Act (LUPA) and Vested

Rights Doctrine and impermissibly elevates form over substance.

The facts are uncontested. Respondents Sunset Ridge/The

Highlands at Somerset Hill Homeowner's Association (SR/HRH HOA)

predecessor in interest redeveloped the Vistas 1995 storm water detention

pond (later referenced as Cell 2) as part of the three-cell storm water

system required by the City of Tumwater for its new 2005 plat. As part of

the plat approval, SR/HRH unambiguously agreed that: "All drainage

easements, swales, ponds, conveyance ditches, storm facilities and all

other appurtenances shall be maintained by the Sunset Ridge/the

Highlands at Somerset Hill Homeowner's Association". CP 328.

The Court of Appeals reversed the Trial Court ruling (rejecting the

SR/HRH HOA demand that Vistas assume the responsibility for a

SR/HRH constructed Cell 2) in favor of the City of Tumwater and Third

Party Defendants Durbin and remanded to the Trial Court to undertake

some kind of equitable division of financial responsibility for maintenance

of Cell 2 between the SR/HRH and Vistas subdivisions. This remand is

further complicated because the Court of Appeals appears to conclude that



Vistas is not vested to the Respondent City of Tumwater's storm water

rules that were in place in 1995.

n. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION

Petitioners Durbin seek review of the unpublished decision in

Sunrise Ridge/The Highlands at Somerset Hill Homeowners v. City of

Tumwater and Brett and Kara Durbin, No. 51091 -O-II, issued by the

Court of Appeals, on December 18,2018. The Opinion remanded the case

to the Superior Court to undertake some kind of equitable division of

financial responsibility for maintenance of certain storm water facilities. A

copy of the Opinion is in Appendix A, pages A-1 through A-16.

m. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

1. Is it in keeping with established precedent for Division II Court of

Appeals to simply change an explicit and unambiguous condition of plat

approval subject to the Land Use Petition Act ("LUPA") mandates as to

subject matter 12 years after the plat was approved, thereby changing

exclusive responsibility for storm water facilities to shared responsibilities

for storm water responsibilities?

2. Is it in keeping with established precedent for Division II Court of

Appeals to simply decline to apply its own ruling in Westside Business



ParkihdiX storm water facilities are subject to the Vested Rights Doctrine?

IV STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Petitioners Durbin

In 2005 the developer of a new subdivision (SR/HRH) took a

grassy detention pond constructed for an adjacent 1995 Subdivision (the

Vistas) and upgraded it to meet the City of Tumwater's then current storm

water ordinance requirements. The developer's construction of Cell 2 was

a complete rebuild of the Vistas' grassy detention pond as to form and

function. Declaration of Michael Teimant in Support of Plaintiffs Motion

for Summary Judgement: 'T enlarged Cell 2, installed ground water drains,

a liner, and connected it to the regional storm water facility". CP 139. The

SR/HRH developer and the City of Tumwater (City) headed off any

objections, concerns, or appeals (including a potential LUPA Appeal) by

adopting the following plat condition (Condition #6): "All drainage

easements, swales, ponds, conveyance ditches, storm facilities and all

other appurtenances shall be maintained by the Sunset Ridge/the

Highlands at Somerset Hill Homeowner's Association". CP 328.

B. Trial Court Ruling.

Ten years later, the developer's successor in interest, the SR/HRH

HOA collaterally attacked Condition #6, essentially presenting an

equitable argument that the Vistas needed to be responsible for their own

storm water based on overlapping subdivision conditions regarding each

subdivision's easement and covenants.



The trial court granted summary judgment for the Defendant City

of Tumwater and Third Party Defendants Durbin.

C. The Court of Appeals^ Decision.

The Court of Appeals embraced SR/HRH HOA's collateral attack

on LUPA and with only limited analysis declined to apply long

established precedents as to the applicability of LUPA and the Vested

Rights Doctrine as to maintenance of storm water facilities.

V. ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF REVIEW

A. Maintenance responsibilities assigned by permit are
explicitly and exclusively under the purview of the Land
Use Petition Act (LUPA)

"Land use decision" means a final determination by a local

jurisdiction's body or officer with the highest level of authority to make

the determination, including those with authority to hear appeals, on ... (b)

An interpretative or declaratory decision regarding the application to a

specific property of zoning or other ordinances or rules regulating the

improvement, development, modification, maintenance, or use of real

property .... RCW 36.70C.020(l)(c)(emphasis added).

The developer of the SR/HRH subdivision was completely within

his rights to assume a new responsibility (for Vistas storm water

detention) and add storm water treatment for Vistas in order to: readily

secure approval of his plat, avoid a lengthy discussion with the Vistas

homeowners, and avoid a plat appeal by Vistas if different storm water



language had been used in the final SR/HRH plat than that presented in

Condition 6.

The final plat condition language in Condition 6 on storm water

responsibilities was clear to the SR/HRH developer, the City of Tumwater,

and those given public notice and a LUPA opportunity to appeal. It was

also unequivocal: "All drainage easements, swales, ponds, conveyance

ditches, storm facilities and all other appurtenances shall be maintained by

the Sunset Ridge/the Highlands at Somerset Hill Homeowner's

Association". CP 328.

The Land Use Petition Act (LUPA) was enacted to provide

certainty in land use decisions and avoid actions such as this that attempt

to rewrite plat conditions more than a decade later. The State Supreme

Court has made clear, case after case, the strong public policy favoring

permit finalization under LUPA. In Durland for instance the Court stated:

"Indeed, we have acknowledged a strong public policy supporting

administrative deadlines and have further explained that "[LJeaving land

use decisions open to reconsideration long after the decisions are finalized

places property owners in a precarious position and undermines the

Legislature's intent to provide expedited appeal procedures in a consistent,

predictable and timely manner." Chelan County v. Nykreim, 146 Wash.2d

904, 933, 52 P.3d 1 (2002). This court has faced numerous challenges to

statutory time limits for appealing land use decisions and has repeatedly

concluded that the rules must provide certainty, predictability, and finality



for land owners and the government". Durland v. San Juan County, 182

Wn.2d 55,58, 340 P.3d 191 (2014).

Further, there are no equitable exceptions to LUPA. See, e.g., Id. at

61 ("We also hold that there are no equitable exceptions to the exhaustion

requirement"). Even beyond this, the Court "In Habitat Watch v. Skagit

County, held that LUPA's 21-day appeals window barred a citizens'

group's challenge to a construction project, despite the fact that the county

mistakenly failed to provide public notice for two public hearings on

permit extensions for the project. 155 Wash.2d 397, 406-10,120 P.3d 56

(2005). We explained that "even illegal decisions must be challenged in a

timely, appropriate manner." Id. at 407, 120 P.3d 56." Id. at 62 (emphasis

added).

The SR/HRH HOA's declaratory judgement action is a

straightforward attempt to amend the plain language of Condition 6 of the

SR/HRH plat so that some maintenance responsibility for the storm water

facilities is reassigned. However, the Land Use Petition Act provides the

exclusive means of obtaining judicial review of land use decisions, such as

plat terms and conditions regarding maintenance, subject to statutory

exceptions not applicable here. See RCW 36.70C.030; 7Vm Bridge

Marine Park, LLC v. Dep't ofEcology, 162 Wn.2d 825,854, 175 P.3d

1050 (2008). A land use petition is barred, and the court may not grant

review, unless the petition is filed with the court and served on the parties

within twenty-one days of the issuance of the land use decision, RCW

36.70C.040. In this case the Phase III plat of SR/HRH was executed and
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recorded on May 31,2006, CP 58, and the SR/HRH HOA declaratory

judgement action is barred as untimely.

B, The Court of Appeals erred by holding that "the Land
Use Petition Act (LUPA), chapter 36.70C RCW, does
not apply because the SR/HSH HOA's claim is not an
appeal of a land use decision."

As a preliminary matter, the Court of Appeals refers to the Vistas

plat homeowners as the "Vistas HOA" despite noting that "The record

suggests that the Vistas homeowners association is not a legal entity". Op

at 2. This verbal eonstruct obscures a fact that might help inform as to the

City of Tumwater's, SR/HSH developer's, and Vistas' intent in light of

the Court of Appeals citing to Vistas CC&R Section 8.1 on stormwater

maintenance responsibilities: "This maintenance responsibility shall

terminate in the event the City of Tumwater, or some other entity

approved by the City of Tumwater, agrees to assume maintenance

responsibility for the stormwater facilities". Op at 4. This is exactly what

happened with the City of Tumwater approval of the SR/HSH plat - the

developer of the SR/HRH plat assumed responsibility for the stormwater

facilities, which terminated the Vistas' maintenance responsibility.

The Court of Appeals further disadvantages the Vistas homeowners

by referring to the facility constructed by the SR/HSH developer as

"Vistas Cell 2" when Vistas merely had some historical responsibility for

a grassy swale and not an expanded, lined, detention facility linked to a

regional stormwater facility. CP 139. The Court of Appeals even goes so
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far as to state contrary to every representation in Petitioners Durbin

briefing that "the parties do not dispute that the maintenance agreement

constitutes a binding, enforceable contract between Vistas as the successor

to the subdivision developer and the City". Op. 9. Nothing could be further

fi-om the truth. Petitioners Durbin maintain that Vistas CC&R Section 8.1

went into effect with the 2006 adoption of the SR/HSH plat pursuant to

LUPA provisions (when no appeal was filed within the statutory 21-day

appeal period).

The Court of Appeals points out that TMC 13.12.020(D)(1)(a) " ...

imposes a maintenance obligation on the person holding title to the

premises for which the storm water drainage system was required, not

holding title to the storm water drainage system" (emphasis added). The

creation of Cell 2 was a requirement of SR/HRH plat approval to meet the

then current City subdivision standards. It is simply not accurate for the

Court of Appeals to state that "...nothing in the record shows why the

SR/HRH developer reconstructed cell 2." Op at 11. Petitioners Durbin

pointed out that the City required the following modifications to the Vistas

grassy swale: 'T enlarged Cell 2, installed ground water drains, a liner, and

connected it to the regional storm water facility." Declaration of Michael

Tennant in Support of SR/HRH HOA's Motion for Summary Judgement.

CP 139.

The Court of Appeals explicitly states that "We disagree that

LUPA applies to the SR/HRH declaratory judgement action." Op. 15. The

Court of Appeals correctly acknowledges that: "The City and the Durbins

8



argue that summary judgement in favor of SR/HRH would amount to a

revision of the unambiguous terms of the SR/HRH plat. They argue that

the final plat was approved in 2006, and therefore LUPA bars the petition

as untimely." Op. 15. However, the Court of Appeals then goes on to

opine that "However, on its face, SR/HRH*s claim is not an appeal of a

land use decision. And the SR/HRH HOA does not challenge the

imposition of the conditions of the SR/HRH subdivision plat. Instead, the

SR/HRH HOA claims primarily focus on Vistas obligations, not its own.

Accordingly, we hold that LUPA does not apply" (emphasis added). Op.

15.

Form should not prevail over substance. The SR/HRH HOA is in fact

attempting to overturn the unambiguous terms of the SR/HRH plat. LUPA

jurisdiction explicitly includes maintenance responsibilities, all the

SR/HRH HOA members purchased their properties subject to SR/HRH

plat condition 6, and Vistas homeowners forwent their LUPA appeal

rights based on SR/HRH plat condition 6. With their acquiescence the

Vistas grassy swale was rebuilt to meet City requirements for the SR/HRH

subdivision.

Based on established precedent Vistas should be held to have no

responsibility whatsoever for the Cell 2 that the SR/HRH developer

constructed from the Vistas grassy swale to meet new City stormwater

standards and for which SR/HRH explicitly accepted maintenance

responsibility.



C. The Court of Appeals Improperly Eschewed
Controlling Precedent as to Vested Rights

Under established case law Vistas vested to City of Tumwater

("City") storm water rules that were in place in 1995 (the time the Vistas

subdivision was built). Snohomish County v. Pollution Control Hearings

Board, 187 Wash. 2d 346, 386, P. 3d 1064 (2016). In this case the

Supreme Court carved out an exception (for actions that are a result of

state and, as in this case, not local action) to the basic rule that storm water

regulations are land use control ordinances subject to the vesting statutes.

/i/.at 386.

In order to get to this result the Supreme Court first pointed out

that the legislature has never defined the term at issue in this case: 'land

use control ordinance'. /c/.at 386. The Court then cited Westside Business

Park, LLC v. Pierce County, 100 Wash.App. 599, 5 P.3d 713 (2000): "The

court in Westside adopted the definition of "land use control ordinance"

from New Castle. 100 Wash.App. at 607, 5 P.3d 713. There, the court held

that the developer's 'bare bones' application vested to the coimty's storm

water drainage ordinances in effect when the developer submitted the

application". Id. at 602, 609, 5 P.3d 713. Because the storm water drainage

ordinances were a 'mandatory prerequisite' to permit approval, the court

concluded that the ordinances were 'land use control ordinances'. Id. at

607, 5 P.3d 713". Mat 386.
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The Court of Appeals acknowledges that "The Durbins argue that

TMC 13.12.020(D)(1) does not apply because that provision was enacted

in 2010, and Vistas has a vested right to rely on storm water management

rules in place at the time of its final plat in 1995." Petitioners Durbin

submit that this is black letter law. However, the Court of Appeals

dismissed Petitioners Durbin citations to controlling authority by an

oblique reference to the inapplicability of Snohomish County v. Pollution

Control Hearings Board, 187 Wash. 2d 346, 386, P. 3d 1064 (2016) and

simply ignored Petitioners Durbin citation to Westside within this case.

The Court of Appeals appears to have reached the conclusion that

subdivisions do not vest to the storm water rules in place when the

subdivision is approved, arguing that completed developments are subject

to subsequent ordinances. Op. at 11. If this were a published opinion, it

would be a major departure from established precedent and even as a

direction set forth in an unpublished opinion it is a matter of such

substantial public interest that it is deserving of Court consideration under

RAP 13.4(b)(4).

11



CONCLUSION

Contrary to RAP 13.4(b)(1) the Court of Appeals' decision

squarely conflicts with this Court's precedents as to LUPA

jurisdiction and procedures. The decision fiirther conflicts with this

Court's holdings as the extent and applicability of the Vested

Rights doctrine. Finally, by permitting collateral attacks on LUPA

subject matter jurisdiction the Court of Appeals will encourage

future litigation that is expressly contrary to controlling precedent

and long-established public policy. The Court should accept

review, reverse the Court of Appeals decision, and affirm the

summary judgment granted to the City of Tumwater and the Third-

Party Defendants Durbin.

DATED: January 14, 2019

Ian S. Munce, WSBA #21527

Attorney for Petitioners Durbin
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Maxa, C.J. — The Sunrise Ridge/The Highlands at Somerset Hill (SR/HSH) homeowners

association (HOA) appeals the trial court's order granting the City of Tumwater's summary

judgment motion and ruling that the SR/HSH HOA was solely responsible for the maintenance

of a stormwater drainage pond. The SR/HSH HOA claims that the Vistas homeowners

association (Vistas HOA)^ should be responsible for the maintenance of the pond, which

exclusively serves the Vistas subdivision even though it is located on the SR/HSH HOA's

property.

We hold that (1) both the Vistas HOA and the SR/HSH HOA have a shared obligation to

maintain the stormwater drainage pond, referred to as cell 2; and (2) the Land Use Petition Act

(LUPA), chapter 36.70C RCW, does not apply because the SR/HSH HOA's claim is not an

appeal of a land use decision. We decline to determine how the cell 2 maintenance obligation

should be allocated between the Vistas HOA and the SR/HSH HOA, and instead we remand for

the trial court to make this determination.

Accordingly, we reverse the trial court's order granting summary judgment in favor of

the City and remand for further proceedings.

FACTS

Vistas Development

Jackson Development, Inc. filed an application for a preliminary plat for the Vistas

subdivision. The City approved the application in 1991. A condition of approval for the

preliminary plat required the developer to construct a stormwater detention facility to serve the

' The record suggests that the Vistas homeowners association is not a legal entity. Nevertheless,
we refer to the owners of the lots in the Vistas subdivision collectively as the Vistas HOA.
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subdivision. Another condition was that the developer acquire easements for any offsite storm

drainage facilities.

Jackson Development apparently transferred ownership of the Vistas development to

Hodges Homes, Inc., while retaining ownership of the surrounding property. In July 1992,

Jackson Development granted to Hodges Homes a perpetual easement for installing,

constructing, operating and maintaining a stormwater detention facility. The easement was filed

under auditor's file number 9208190116. The easement burdened what was referred to as Tract

F, ownership of which remained with Jackson Development, Jackson Development executed a

nearly identical easement in August 1992, which revised the legal description of the property.

That easement was filed under auditor's file number 9208190117. The easements provided that

Hodges Homes would be responsible for maintenance costs.

At some point, Hodges Homes or a successor constructed a stormwater drainage pond,

cell 2, on Tract F. Cell 2 was on the other side of Crosby Boulevard from the Vistas subdivision.

On the subsequent plat of that property. Tract F was divided into Tract T and Tract U. Cell 2 is

located on Tract T.

The City approved the final plat for the Vistas subdivision in early 1995. The plat map

showed a storm drainage easement area across Crosby Boulevard from the subdivision. A note

on the final plat stated, "The storm drainage facilities located in the easement area are to be

maintained by the homeowner's association as referenced in the maintenance agreement attached

to the covenants." Clerk's Papers (CP) at 108.

Richard Nevitt, identified in the Vistas covenants, conditions and restrictions (CC&Rs) as

the developer of the Vistas subdivision, executed a stormwater maintenance agreement with the

City in March 1995. The agreement stated that Nevitt had constructed stormwater facilities on
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the Vistas subdivision property, and required Nevin and his successors to implement a

"stormwater facility maintenance program" attached to the agreement. CP at 248.

The Vistas CC&Rs, recorded in 1997, noted the Vistas HOA's responsibility to maintain

the stormwater facility in the CC&Rs. The CC&Rs acknowledged in section 1.4 that a note on

the face of the plat stated that the City held the Vistas HOA responsible to maintain the

stormwater facilities in the easement recorded under auditor's file number 9208310223. Section

8.1 of the CC&Rs stated that the Vistas HOA "shall have the responsibility to maintain the

stormwater facilities described in Section 1.4." CP at 267. However, section 8.1 also stated,

"This maintenance responsibility shall terminate in the event the City of Tumwater, or some

other entity approved by the City of Tumwater, agrees to assume maintenance responsibility for

the stormwater facilities." CP at 267.

SR/HSH Development

In 1994, Jackson Development transferred the property that included Tract F to Graoch

Associates #8 Limited Partnership. The transfer was subject to the easement Jackson

Development granted to Hodges Homes for the stormwater facilities.

Graoch platted the SR/HSH development in three phases between 2003 and 2006. At

some point, Graoch constructed cell 1 on Tract U and cell 3 on Tract T. Graoch also

reconstructed and enlarged cell 2, but did not change its purpose. Cell 2 continued to be used

exclusively to service the Vistas subdivision - no stormwater drained from the SR/HSH

development into cell 2.

In July 2003, the City approved Graoch's phase I plat. A note on the plat stated that

stormwater drainage facilities shall be maintained by the SR/HSH HOA as referenced in a

maintenance agreement recorded under a specific auditor's file number. The maintenance
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agreement, which Graoch had executed in June 2003, stated that Graoch had constructed

stormwater facilities on what was referred to as Parcel B and required Graoch and its successors

to implement the stormwater maintenance program located in the City's Drainage and Erosion

Control Manual. The plat showed Parcel B as including the area previously referred to as Tract

F and later referred to as Tract T and Tract U.

The City approved Graoch's phase II plat in June 2004. Again, a note on the plat

contained language identical to the note on the phase I plat stating that stormwater drainage

facilities shall be maintained by the SR/HSH HOA as referenced in the same recorded

maintenance agreement.

The City approved Graoch's phase III plat for the SR/HSH development in May 2006.

The notes and conditions of approval are listed on page 8 of the plat. Note 2 stated, "Tracts *L'

through 'Z' shall be owned and maintained" by the SR/HSH HOA. CP at 328. Note 4 contained

the same language as the phase I and phase II plats stating that storm drainage facilities shall be

maintained by the SR/HSH HOA as referenced in a maintenance agreement, but left blank the

auditor's file number of the agreement. Note 6 stated, "All drainage easements, swales, portcfo,

conveyance ditches, storm facilities, and all other appurtenances shall be maintained" by the

SR/HSH HOA. CP at 328 (emphasis added).

The plat did not show or reference any specific ponds or storm facilities. But on a map

showing Tract T, the plat specifically referenced the 1992 stormwater drainage easement Jackson

Development granted to Hodges Homes: "Storm drainage easement per auditor's file no.

9208190116 (to be relinquished upon recording of this plat)."^ CP at 327.

^ There is no indication in the record that Vistas relinquished the easement, and Vistas has
continued using cell 2.
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Graoch also executed a new stormwater maintenance agreement with the City in May

2006. The agreement stated that Graoch had constructed storm water facilities on the SR/HSH

development and required Graoch and its successors to implement the stormwater maintenance

program located in the City's Drainage and Erosion Control Manual. The agreement also stated

that the City could give Graoch notice of specific maintenance and repair work and require

Graoch to complete the work within a reasonable time.

The maintenance agreement also contained a detailed provision about the liability of

SR/HSH as successor to Graoch. The president of the SR/HSH HOA signed the maintenance

agreement.

The SR/HSH CC&Rs noted the SR/HSH HOA's responsibility to maintain the

stormwater ponds. The original CC&Rs, recorded in 2003, stated that the SR/HSH HOA was

responsible for "all costs, expenses, obligations, and liabilities to preserve, repair, maintain,

replace, and restore... the Drainage Facilities (including the Ponds)." CP at 306. The CC&Rs

defined "Ponds" as "any one or more of the three storm water detention ponds located on the

Property, and ail facilities, equipment and improvements related thereto, which are located in

those areas designated on the face of the Plat as Tracts 'A,' 'B,' and 'G.' " CP at 299. In 2006,

the SR/HSH CC&Rs amended the definition of "Ponds" to add tracts "M," "T," and "U."

In 2010, Graoch conveyed title to the SR/HSH development property, including Tract T,

to the SR/HSH HOA.

Declaratory Judgment Action

In 2014, the City ordered the SR/HSH HOA to perform maintenance on the stormwater

drainage facilities as required by the stormwater maintenance agreement. The SR/HSH HOA

responded that the Vistas HOA was responsible for maintaining cell 2, and that the SR/HSH
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HOA would not contribute to the maintenance of that drainage pond. The City initially

acknowledged that the Vistas HOA had a maintenance responsibility for the functional aspects of

cell 2. But the City subsequently assigned to the SR/HSH HOA all responsibility to maintain

cell 2.

The SR/HSH HOA filed a declaratory judgment action against the City seeking a

declaration that the SR/HSH HOA should not be responsible for paying the costs of maintaining

cell 2. The City filed a third party complaint against all of the owners of lots in the Vistas

subdivision. Lot owners Brett and Kara Durbin appeared in the trial court and are parties to this

appeal. The parties filed cross-motions for summary judgment.

The trial court entered an order granting the City's summary judgment motion, denying

the SR/HSH HOA's summary judgment motion, and ruling that the SR/HSH HOA should be

responsible for the full cost of maintaining cell 2. The SR/HSH HOA appeals the trial court's

order.

ANALYSIS

A. Standard of Review

We review a trial court's summary judgment order de novo. Halme v. Walsh, 192 Wn.

App. 893, 901, 370 P.3d 42 (2016). We view ail facts and reasonable inferences drawn from

those facts in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Id. Summary judgment is

appropriate if there are no genuine issues of material fact and the moving party is entitled to

judgment as a matter of law. Id. A genuine issue of material fact exists if reasonable minds

could disagree on the facts that determine the outcome of the litigation. Id The moving party

bears the burden of proving that there is no genuine issue of material fact. Id.
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B. Obligation to Maintain Stormwater Facilities

The SR/HSH HOA argues that the trial court erred in granting the City's summary

judgment motion and ruling that the SR/HSH HOA should be responsible for the cost of

maintaining cell 2. The SR/HSH HOA claims that the Vistas HOA, not the SR/HSH HOA, is

obligated to maintain cell 2 or that the parties have a shared obligation. We hold that both the

SR/HSH HOA and the Vistas HOA have a shared obligation to maintain cell 2.

1. Vistas HOA Maintenance Obligation

SR/HSH argues that Vistas has an obligation to maintain cell 2 under the plat for the

Vistas subdivision, the related stormwater maintenance agreement, and TMC 13.12.020(D)(1),

We agree.

a. Vistas Subdivision Plat/Maintenance Agreement

A note on the final plat for Vistas stated, "The storm drainage facilities located in the

easement area are to be maintained by the homeowner's association as referenced in the

maintenance agreement attached to the covenants." CP at 108. The plat map showed a storm

drainage easement area across Crosby Boulevard from the subdivision that included what now is

referred to as Tract T, where cell 2 is located. The referenced maintenance agreement required

the Vistas subdivision developer and his successors to implement an attached "stormwater

facility maintenance program." CP at 248.

RCW 58.17.170(3)(a)^ states that a subdivision "shall be governed by the terms of

approval of the fmal plat." A municipality must enforce these conditions. See Jones v. Town of

Hunts Point, 166 Wn. App. 452,457-58,272 P.3d 853 (2011). And Tumwater Municipal Code

^ RCW 58.17.170 was amended in 2017. Laws of 2017, ch. 161, § 2. Since those amendments
do not affect our analysis, we cite to the current version of the statute.

8
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(TMC) 17.02.110 requires the City to comply with the terms of ROW 58.17. In addition, the

parties do not dispute that the maintenance agreement constitutes a binding, enforceable contract

between Vistas as the successor to the subdivision developer and the City. TMC

13.12.020(D)(2)(c) states that maintenance agreements between the City and property owners

remain in effect for the life of the development unless the City assumes responsibility for such

maintenance.

The City makes three arguments to support its position that the Vistas subdivision plat no

longer obligates Vistas to maintain cell 2. First, the City points to the language of the Vistas

CC&Rs, which stated that the Vistas HOA's obligation to maintain stormwater facilities "shall

terminate in the event the City of Tumwater, or some other entity approved by the City of

Tumwater, agrees to assume maintenance responsibility for the stormwater facilities." CP at

267. But the City cites no authority for the proposition that a homeowners association in its

CC&Rs can unilaterally extinguish an obligation required in a plat condition and assumed in a

binding contract.

Second, the City references the SR/HSH phase III plat map, which stated when

identifying the Vistas HOA's storm drainage easement, "(to be relinquished upon recording of

this plat)." CP at 327. But there is no indication that this easement has been relinquished; the

Vistas subdivision still drains its stormwater into cell 2. And the City does not explain how a

notation on a map in one developer's plat can extinguish a condition in another developer's plat

or an obligation assumed in a binding contract. In addition, the record does not show that the

City has taken any steps to alter the plat conditions for the Vistas subdivision or rescind the

related maintenance agreement.
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Third, the City emphasizes that the developer of the SRTHSH subdivision reconstructed

cell 2. The City claims that it would make no sense to require the Vistas HOA to maintain the

reconstructed stormwater facility. But the Vistas subdivision plat and related maintenance

agreement do not state that the Vistas HOA's maintenance obligation would terminate if cell 2

was reconstructed.

We hold that the Vistas HOA continues to have an obligation to maintain cell 2 under the

conditions on the Vistas subdivision plat and the related maintenance agreement,

b. TMC 13.12.020(D)(1)

Even apart from the Vistas subdivision plat and related maintenance agreement, TMC

13.12.020(D)(1) addresses the maintenance of stormwater drainage systems:

a. Any person(s) holding title to a premises for which a stormwater drainage
system and BMPs^^' have been required shall be responsible for the continual
operation, maintenance and repair of said stormwater facilities and BMPs in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter.

b. For privately maintained stormwater facilities, the maintenance requirements
specified in this chapter, including the manual, shall be enforced against the
owner(s) of the property served by the stormwater facility,

(Emphasis added.)

Regarding subsection (a), the City required the Vistas developer to construct cell 2 as a

condition of approval of the Vistas subdivision plat. The premises for which cell 2 was required

is the Vistas subdivision. And the Vistas HOA (or the individual lot owners) hold title to those

premises. Therefore, Vistas has an obligation under this ordinance to maintain cell 2.

4«BMPs" refers to best management practices. TMC 13.12.010(B).

10
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Regarding subsection (b). Vistas and SR/HSH both executed maintenance agreements

that applied to cell 2. But only the Vistas subdivision property is served by cell 2. Therefore,

Vistas has an obligation under this ordinance to maintain cell 2.

The City argues that TMC 13.12.020(D)(1)(a) imposes a maintenance obligation on the

SR/HSH HOA because the SR/HSH HOA is the person holding title to cell 2. But the ordinance

imposes a maintenance obligation on the person holding title to the premisesfor which the

stormwater drainage system was required, not holding title to the stormwater drainage system

itself.

The City also suggests that because the SR/HSH developer reconstructed cell 2, the

SR/HSH subdivision is now served by cell 2 as required in TMC 13.12.020(D)(1)(b). But

nothing in the record shows why the SR/HSH developer reconstructed ceil 2 or suggests that cell

2 somehow serves the SR/HSH subdivision. And even if the SR/HSH subdivision is served by

cell 2, there is no dispute that cell 2 also serves the Vistas subdivision and therefore would

obligate Vistas to provide maintenance along with the SR/HSH HOA.

The Durbins argue that TMC 13.12.020(D)(1) does not apply because that provision was

enacted in 2010, and Vistas had a vested right to rely on stormwater management rules in place

at the time of its final plat in 1995. They cite Snohomish County v. Pollution Control Hearings

Board, 187 Wn.2d 346, 368, 386 P.3d 1064 (2016). However, Snohomish County involved

applying new stormwater regulations to the construction of projects that previously had been

approved but for which construction would not be started until a later date. See id. at 353-54.

The court held that vesting statutes did not apply to certain stormwater regulations. Id. at 374.

The court did not address completed developments like the Vistas subdivision. And the court did

11
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not hold or even suggest that completed developments were exempt from all subsequent

ordinances. Therefore, we reject the Durbins' argument.

We hold that the Vistas HOA has an obligation to maintain cell 2 under TMC

13J2.020(D)(l)(a) and (b).

2. SR/HSH HOA Maintenance Obligation

Concluding that the Vistas HOA has an obligation to maintain cell 2 does not end the

inquiry. The next question is whether the SR/HSH HOA also has a maintenance obligation. The

City argues and the trial court found that the SR/HSH HOA has an obligation to maintain cell 2.

We agree.

Initially, the fact that the Vistas HOA has an obligation to maintain cell 2 does not

preclude a finding that the SR/HSH HOA also has a maintenance obligation. TMC

13.12.020(D)(1) does not state that only the owner of property served by the stormwater facility

has a maintenance obligation. The Vistas subdivision plat and maintenance tigreement also do

not impose an exclusive maintenance obligation.

The City focuses on the plat for phase III of the SR/HSH development. Note 4 on that

plat stated that storm drainage facilities shall be maintained by the SR/HSH HOA as referenced

in an umdentified maintenance agreement. The agreement Graoch subsequently executed stated

that Graoch had constructed stormwater facilities on the SR/HSH development and required

Graoch and its successors to implement the stormwater maintenance program located in the

City's Drainage and Erosion Control Manual. Note 6 on the plat stated, "All drainage

easements, swales, conveyance ditches, storm facilities, and all other appurtenances shall

be maintained" by the SR/HSH HOA. CP at 328 (emphasis added).

12
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As with the Vistas subdivision plat, the SR/HSH subdivision is governed by the plat

conditions and those conditions are enforceable by a municipality. RCW 58.17.170(3)(a); Jones,

166 Wn. App. at 457-58. And as with the Vistas maintenance agreement, the SR/HSH

maintenance agreement constitutes a binding, enforceable contract between the SR/HSH HOA as

the successor to the subdivision developer and the City that remains in effect for the life of the

development. TMC 13.12.020(D)(2)(c).

The SR/HSH HOA does not dispute that it has some maintenance obligation under the

phase III plat. Its position is that both the Vistas HOA and the SR/HSH HOA have a shared

maintenance responsibility for all of the stormwater facilities on Tract T, but that each is required

to maintain their own drainage systems.

The SR/HSH HOA argues that note 6 on the phase III plat should be interpreted as

applying only to stormwater facilities that benefit the SR/HSH subdivision or are appurtenant to

that subdivision. Under this interpretation, the SR/HSH HOA would not have an obligation to

maintain cell 2 because cell 2 benefits only Vistas. However, the plat's plain language refers to

all drainage easements, ponds, and storm facilities, and does not state that the SR/HSH HOA has

an obligation to maintain only the drainage easements, ponds, and storm facilities that benefit the

SR/HSH subdivision. Similarly, the SR/HSH maintenance agreement applies broadly to "storm

water facilities" on the SR/HSH property, CP at 336, and does not state that the SR/HSH HOA

has an obligation to maintain only the stormwater facilities that benefit the SR/HSH subdivision.^

^ The City argues that the CC&Rs establish the SR/HSH HOA's obligation to maintain cell 2.
The City apparently claims that the City can enforce the CC&R provision regarding pond
maintenance against the SR/HSH HOA, but cites no authority for that proposition. Because we
hold that the phase III plat and the maintenance agreement impose a maintenance obligation on
the SR/HSH HOA, we need not address this issue.

13
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We hold that SR/HSH has an obligation to maintain cell 2 under the conditions on the

SR/HSH subdivision plat and the related maintenance agreement.

3. Summary

The trial court ruled that the SR/HSH HOA "should be responsible for the cost of

maintaining Cell 2." CP at 385. Although this ruling did not expressly reference Vistas, the

clear meaning of the ruling is that only the SR/HSH HOA and not the Vistas HOA has an

obligation to maintain cell 2.

As discussed above, both Vistas and SR/HSH have a shared obligation to maintain cell 2.

Therefore, we hold that the trial court erred in making this ruling and in granting the City's

summary judgment motion.

C. Allocation of Maintenance Obligation

The SR/HSH HOA argues that even if both Vistas and SR/HSH have an obligation to

maintain cell 2, this court should hold that Vistas has the primary obligation. The SR/HSH HOA

states:

Even if you assume arguendo, however, that the SR/HSH HOA has a duty of
maintenance regarding Cell 2 that does not necessarily relieve Vistas of its primary
duty to maintain its own storm water facility. It should be recognize [sic] that both
Vistas and the SR/HSH HOA owe a duty to maintain the storm water facilities that
serves [sic] them as provided by the city ordinance. The duty to maintain the storm
water facilities on Lot "T' do [sic] not need to be interpreted as being mutually
exclusive. The creditable approach is to therefore recognize that Vistas has the
primary responsibility for the maintenance and repair of Cell 2 and the SR/HSH
HOA is responsible for the maintenance and repair of Cells 1 and 3.

Br. of Appellant at 13. The City does not address allocation of a shared responsibility.

We decline to rule on the allocation of the cell 2 maintenance obligation between the

Vistas HOA and the SR/HSH HOA. Because the trial court ruled that the SR/HSH HOA should
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have the maintenance responsibility, the court did not address this issue. We remand for the trial

court to determine how the parties' concurrent maintenance obligations should be allocated.

D. Applicability OF LUPA

The City and the Durbins argue that the SR/HSH HOA's attempt to avoid the

maintenance obligation imposed by the SR/HSH subdivision plat essentially is an attempt to

rewrite the terms of the plat, which could only be accomplished through a LUPA appeal. They

note that any LUPA appeal at this time would be untimely. We disagree that LUPA applies to

the SR/HSH HOA's declaratory judgment action.

LUPA establishes the exclusive means of Judicial review of land use decisions. RCW

36.70C.030. Under RCW 36.70C.040, a petitioner must file a land use petition in superior court

within 21 days of the land use decision. However, if a party's claim is not based on an appeal of

a land use decision, LUPA does not apply. Cave Properties v. City of Bainbridge Island, 199

Wn. App. 651, 656,401 P.3d 327 (2017). RCW 36.70C.020(2) defines land use decision as "a

final determination by a local jurisdiction's body or officer with the highest level of authority to

make the determination." This definition includes applications for project permits or

government approval, such as plats. RCW 36.70C.020(2)(a).

The City and the Durbins argue that summary judgment in favor of SR/HSH would

amount to a revision of the unambiguous terms of the SR/HSH plat. They argue that the final

plat was approved in 2006, and therefore LUPA bars the petition as untimely. However, on its

face, SR/HSH's claim is not an appeal of a land use decision. And the SR/HSH HOA does not

challenge the imposition of the conditions of the SR/HSH subdivision plat. Instead, the SR/HSH

HOA's claims primarily focus on Vistas' obligations, not its own. Accordingly, we hold that

LUPA does not apply.
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CONCLUSION

We reverse the trial court's order granting the City's summary judgment motion and

remand for further proceedings.

A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW

2.06.040, it is so ordered.

We concur:

WORSWICK, J.

MELNICK, J. J

c.).
MAXA, C.J.
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